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Handbook of Augmented Reality - Borko Furht 2011-08-31
Augmented Reality (AR) refers to the merging of a live view of the
physical, real world with context-sensitive, computer-generated images
to create a mixed reality. Through this augmented vision, a user can
digitally interact with and adjust information about their surrounding
environment on-the-fly. Handbook of Augmented Reality provides an
extensive overview of the current and future trends in Augmented
Reality, and chronicles the dramatic growth in this field. The book
includes contributions from world expert s in the field of AR from
academia, research laboratories and private industry. Case studies and
examples throughout the handbook help introduce the basic concepts of
AR, as well as outline the Computer Vision and Multimedia techniques
most commonly used today. The book is intended for a wide variety of
readers including academicians, designers, developers, educators,
engineers, practitioners, researchers, and graduate students. This book
can also be beneficial for business managers, entrepreneurs, and
investors.
Architecting Cloud Native Applications - Kamal Arora 2019-04-16
Apply cloud native patterns and practices to deliver responsive, resilient,
elastic, and message-driven systems with confidence Key
FeaturesDiscover best practices for applying cloud native patterns to
your cloud applicationsExplore ways to effectively plan resources and
technology stacks for high security and fault toleranceGain insight into
core architectural principles using real-world examplesBook Description
Cloud computing has proven to be the most revolutionary IT
development since virtualization. Cloud native architectures give you the
benefit of more flexibility over legacy systems. This Learning Path
teaches you everything you need to know for designing industry-grade
cloud applications and efficiently migrating your business to the cloud. It
begins by exploring the basic patterns that turn your database inside out
to achieve massive scalability. You’ll learn how to develop cloud native
architectures using microservices and serverless computing as your
design principles. Then, you’ll explore ways to continuously deliver
production code by implementing continuous observability in production.
In the concluding chapters, you’ll learn about various public cloud
architectures ranging from AWS and Azure to the Google Cloud Platform,
and understand the future trends and expectations of cloud providers. By
the end of this Learning Path, you’ll have learned the techniques to adopt
cloud native architectures that meet your business requirements. This
Learning Path includes content from the following Packt products: Cloud
Native Development Patterns and Best Practices by John GilbertCloud
Native Architectures by Erik Farr et al.What you will learnUnderstand
the difference between cloud native and traditional
architectureAutomate security controls and configuration
managementMinimize risk by evolving your monolithic systems into
cloud native applicationsExplore the aspects of migration, when and why
to use itApply modern delivery and testing methods to continuously
deliver production codeEnable massive scaling by turning your database
inside outWho this book is for This Learning Path is designed for
developers who want to progress into building cloud native systems and
are keen to learn the patterns involved. Software architects, who are
keen on designing scalable and highly available cloud native
applications, will also find this Learning Path very useful. To easily grasp
these concepts, you will need basic knowledge of programming and
cloud computing.
Luke and the Magpie - Annette Breckenridge 2010-01-01
A good book to teach children about the respect of Nature and the
treatment of wild animals. Illustrated and written by Annette
Breckenridge, this story is a simple but practical message for young
children.
Public and Situated Displays - K. O'Hara 2013-03-09
Public and situated display technologies can have an important impact
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on individual and social behaviour and present us with particular
interesting new design considerations and challenges. While there is a
growing body of research exploring these design considerations and
social impact this work remains somewhat disparate, making it difficult
to assimilate in a coherent manner. This book brings together the
perspectives of key researchers in the area of public and situated display
technology. The chapters detail research representing the social,
technical and interactional aspects of public and situated display
technologies. The underlying concern common to these chapters is how
these displays can be best designed for collaboration, coordination,
community building and mobility. Presenting them together allows the
reader to examine everyday display activities within the context of
emerging technological possibilities.
Bully Busters (2-book Set) - Arthur M. Horne 2003-01
The Art of Talk - Art Bell 1998-07
Intensely private radio personality Art Bell, who lives in the middle of the
desert 65 miles west of Las Vegas--where he broadcasts his radio shows-finally comes forward with his fascinating autobiography.
Solutions Architect's Handbook - Saurabh Shrivastava 2020-03-21
This book will show you how to create robust, scalable, highly available
and fault-tolerant solutions by learning different aspects of Solution
architecture and next-generation architecture design in the Cloud
environment.
Technical Introduction to the Macintosh Family - Apple Computer, Inc
1992
This second edition covers the many new and exciting developments in
the Macintosh technology, including System 7, QuickTime, and the
Macintosh Quadra and PowerBook. It offers an overview of the user
interface, the system software, communications, and program
development environments.
Living by Vow - Shohaku Okumura 2012-06-26
A Sot Zen priest and Dharma successor of Kosho Uchiyama Roshi
explores eight of Zen's most essential and universal liturgical texts and
explains how the chants in these works support meditation and promote
a life of freedom and compassion.
Data Mining - Richard J. Roiger 2017-01-06
Data Mining: A Tutorial-Based Primer, Second Edition provides a
comprehensive introduction to data mining with a focus on model
building and testing, as well as on interpreting and validating results.
The text guides students to understand how data mining can be
employed to solve real problems and recognize whether a data mining
solution is a feasible alternative for a specific problem. Fundamental data
mining strategies, techniques, and evaluation methods are presented and
implemented with the help of two well-known software tools. Several
new topics have been added to the second edition including an
introduction to Big Data and data analytics, ROC curves, Pareto lift
charts, methods for handling large-sized, streaming and imbalanced
data, support vector machines, and extended coverage of textual data
mining. The second edition contains tutorials for attribute selection,
dealing with imbalanced data, outlier analysis, time series analysis,
mining textual data, and more. The text provides in-depth coverage of
RapidMiner Studio and Weka’s Explorer interface. Both software tools
are used for stepping students through the tutorials depicting the
knowledge discovery process. This allows the reader maximum flexibility
for their hands-on data mining experience.
Building Real-time Mobile Solutions with MQTT and IBM
MessageSight - Bryan Boyd 2014-12-05
MQTT is a messaging protocol designed for the Internet of Things (IoT).
It is lightweight enough to be supported by the smallest devices, yet
robust enough to ensure that important messages get to their
destinations every time. With MQTT devices, such as energy meters,
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cars, trains, mobile phones and tablets, and personal health care devices,
devices can communicate with each other and with other systems or
applications. IBM® MessageSight is a messaging appliance designed to
handle the scale and security of a robust IoT solution. MessageSight
allows you to easily secure connections, configure policies for messaging,
and scale to up to a million concurrently connected devices. This IBM
Redbooks® publication introduces MQTT and MessageSight through a
simple key fob remote MQTT application. It then dives into the
architecture and development of a robust, cross-platform Ride Share and
Taxi solution (PickMeUp) with real-time voice, GPS location sharing, and
chat among a variety of mobile platforms. The publication also includes
an addendum describing use cases in a variety of other domains, with
sample messaging topology and suggestions for design.
The Tyranny of Progress - Albert Salomon 1955
Voice Data Logger - James R. Bassel 1996
Noonan Syndrome: New Insights for the Healthcare Professional:
2011 Edition - 2012-01-09
Noonan Syndrome: New Insights for the Healthcare Professional: 2011
Edition is a ScholarlyPaper™ that delivers timely, authoritative, and
intensively focused information about Noonan Syndrome in a compact
format. The editors have built Noonan Syndrome: New Insights for the
Healthcare Professional: 2011 Edition on the vast information databases
of ScholarlyNews.™ You can expect the information about Noonan
Syndrome in this eBook to be deeper than what you can access anywhere
else, as well as consistently reliable, authoritative, informed, and
relevant. The content of Noonan Syndrome: New Insights for the
Healthcare Professional: 2011 Edition has been produced by the world’s
leading scientists, engineers, analysts, research institutions, and
companies. All of the content is from peer-reviewed sources, and all of it
is written, assembled, and edited by the editors at ScholarlyEditions™
and available exclusively from us. You now have a source you can cite
with authority, confidence, and credibility. More information is available
at http://www.ScholarlyEditions.com/.
Recommender Systems - Dietmar Jannach 2010-09-30
In this age of information overload, people use a variety of strategies to
make choices about what to buy, how to spend their leisure time, and
even whom to date. Recommender systems automate some of these
strategies with the goal of providing affordable, personal, and highquality recommendations. This book offers an overview of approaches to
developing state-of-the-art recommender systems. The authors present
current algorithmic approaches for generating personalized buying
proposals, such as collaborative and content-based filtering, as well as
more interactive and knowledge-based approaches. They also discuss
how to measure the effectiveness of recommender systems and illustrate
the methods with practical case studies. The final chapters cover
emerging topics such as recommender systems in the social web and
consumer buying behavior theory. Suitable for computer science
researchers and students interested in getting an overview of the field,
this book will also be useful for professionals looking for the right
technology to build real-world recommender systems.
Converging Disciplines - Maritt Kirst 2010-11-05
As urban populations grow, new health problems evolve in tandem with
longstanding issues. And as a welter of social, environmental, and access
factors further complicate the picture, workable solutions require
increasingly sophisticated understanding and innovative
methods—generally beyond the scope of one professional field.
Converging Disciplines introduces the concept of transdisciplinary
research as a multidimensional, research-to-practice approach to urban
health issues, not only bringing researchers together but also linking
stakeholders, from practitioners to policymakers to community members.
This immediately accessible volume differentiates transdisciplinary
research from multi- and interdisciplinary strategies, as well as from
popular community-based models, and brings a uniquely North American
set of perspectives to the concept. Chapter authors explore the theory
behind the methods as well as their application in meeting chronic
problems (e.g., domestic violence, substance abuse) and working with
vulnerable populations (e.g., homeless individuals, refugees) in ways that
are ecologically based, ethically sound, and eminently practical. Key
areas of coverage: Benefits and challenges of transdisciplinary research
in the urban health setting. Transdisciplinary research process, including
methodologies, collaboration, and information sharing. Detailed case
examples of transdisciplinary research used in addressing health issues
among marginalized urban populations. An overview of training
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programs in the U.S. and Canada. The view from funding agencies.
Preparing the university, researchers, and the job market for a
transdisciplinary future researchers and graduate students in urban and
public health will find inspiring reading in Converging Disciplines: a bold
framework for transforming their fields, and the tools for meeting the
new generation of urban health challenges.
Windows Forensics - Chad Steel 2007-08-20
The evidence is in--to solve Windows crime, you need Windows tools An
arcane pursuit a decade ago, forensic science today is a household term.
And while the computer forensic analyst may not lead as exciting a life as
TV's CSIs do, he or she relies just as heavily on scientific principles and
just as surely solves crime. Whether you are contemplating a career in
this growing field or are already an analyst in a Unix/Linux environment,
this book prepares you to combat computer crime in the Windows world.
Here are the tools to help you recover sabotaged files, track down the
source of threatening e-mails, investigate industrial espionage, and
expose computer criminals. * Identify evidence of fraud, electronic theft,
and employee Internet abuse * Investigate crime related to instant
messaging, Lotus Notes(r), and increasingly popular browsers such as
Firefox(r) * Learn what it takes to become a computer forensics analyst *
Take advantage of sample forms and layouts as well as case studies *
Protect the integrity of evidence * Compile a forensic response toolkit *
Assess and analyze damage from computer crime and process the crime
scene * Develop a structure for effectively conducting investigations *
Discover how to locate evidence in the Windows Registry
Evaluation Methods in Medical Informatics - Charles P. Friedman
2013-03-14
As director of a training program in medical informatics, I have found
that one of the most frequent inquiries from graduate students is,
"Although I am happy with my research focus and the work I have done,
how can I design and carry out a practical evaluation that proves the
value of my contribution?" Informatics is a multifaceted, interdisciplinary
field with research that ranges from theoretical developments to projects
that are highly applied and intended for near-term use in clinical
settings. The implications of "proving" a research claim accordingly vary
greatly depending on the details of an individual student's goals and
thesis state ment. Furthermore, the dissertation work leading up to an
evaluation plan is often so time-consuming and arduous that attempting
the "perfect" evaluation is fre quently seen as impractical or as diverting
students from central programming or implementation issues that are
their primary areas of interest. They often ask what compromises are
possible so they can provide persuasive data in support of their claims
without adding another two to three years to their graduate student life.
Our students clearly needed help in dealing more effectively with such
dilem mas, and it was therefore fortuitous when, in the autumn of 1991,
we welcomed two superb visiting professors to our laboratories.
Scorch - A. D. Nauman 2001-11-20
In the future world of Scorch, America is run by a “corporacracy.” Three
conglomerates have taken control not by force but by manipulating
common beliefs and values through the media, and particularly by
playing on Americans’ fears of Big Brother. Consumerism and
privatization have run amok in this landscape of flashing screens and
subtle brainwashing, a world where even city streets and public schools
are run by big business. This is a darkly comic first novel of a dystopian
future, with echoes of 1984 and Brave New World.
Foundations of Data Quality Management - Wenfei Fan 2012
Data quality is one of the most important problems in data management.
A database system typically aims to support the creation, maintenance
and use of large amount of data, focusing on the quantity of data.
However, real-life data are often dirty: inconsistent, duplicated,
inaccurate, incomplete, or stale. Dirty data in a database routinely
generate misleading or biased analytical results and decisions, and lead
to loss of revenues, credibility and customers. With this comes the need
for data quality management. In contrast to traditional data management
tasks, data quality management is to enable the detection and correction
of errors in the data, syntactic or semantic, in order to improve the
quality of the data and hence, add values to business processes. This
monograph gives an overview of fundamental issues underlying central
aspects of data quality, namely, data consistency, deduplication,
accuracy, currency, and information completeness. We promote a
uniform logical framework for dealing with these issues, based on data
quality rules. The text is organized into seven chapters, focusing on
relational data. Chapter 1 introduces data quality issues. A conditional
dependency theory is developed in Chapter 2, for capturing data
inconsistencies. It is followed by practical techniques in Chapter 3 for
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discovering conditional dependencies, and for detecting inconsistencies
and repairing data based on conditional dependencies. Matching
dependencies are introduced in Chapter 4, as matching rules for data
deduplication. A theory of relative information completeness is studied in
Chapter 5, revising the classical Closed World Assumption and the Open
World Assumption, to characterize incomplete information in the real
world. A data currency model is presented in Chapter 6, to identify the
current values of entities in a database and to answer queries with the
current values, in the absence of reliable timestamps. Finally,
interactions between these data quality issues are explored in Chapter 7.
Important theoretical results and practical algorithms are covered, but
formal proofs are omitted. The bibliographical notes contain pointers to
papers in which the results were presented and proved, as well as
references to materials for further reading. This text is intended for a
seminar course at the graduate level. It is also to serve as a useful
resource for researchers and practitioners who are interested in the
study of data quality. The fundamental research on data quality draws on
several areas, including mathematical logic, computational complexity
and database theory. It has raised as many questions as it has answered,
and is a rich source of questions and vitality.
Applications of Intelligent Technologies in Healthcare - Fazlullah Khan
2018-11-09
This book covers topics related to medical practices from
communications technology point of view. The book provides detailed
inside information about the use of health informatics and emerging
technologies for the well-being of patients. Each chapter in this book
focuses on a specific development in the use of informatics in healthcare.
In general, each chapter uses various emerging technologies such as
Internet of Things (IoT), Big Data, Cloud computing, Wireless Body Area
Networks (WBAN), for various health-related illness, such as
tuberculosis, heart diseases, asthma and various epidemic outbreaks.
The book is intended both for communications engineers with a
healthcare focus and medical researchers.
IEEE Recommended Practice for Software Requirements
Specifications - Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 1998
The content and qualities of a good software requirements specification
(SRS) are described and several sample SRS outlines are presented. This
recommended practice is aimed at specifying requirements of software
to be developed but also can be applied to assist in the selection of inhouse and commercial software products. Guidelines for compliance with
IEEE/EIA 1207.1-1997 are also provided.
Dragon Age: Last Flight Deluxe Edition - Liane Merciel 2019-09-17
This deluxe edition features twenty-four brand new illustrations by
Stefano Martino, Álvaro Sarraseca, Andres Ponce, and German Ponce in
an intricately designed, foil stamped hardcover! The Templar order, once
the sworn protectors of the Circle of Magi, are murdering and burning
mages across the land. Seeking haven with the Grey Wardens, elf mage
Valya joins a caravan to Weisshaupt. There, she stumbles onto an agesold secret diary from the infamous end of the Fourth Blight once
belonging to Isseya, another elven mage and fierce Grey Warden. Valya
falls into her tragic story, learning that the griffon caretaker's dreams of
protecting Thedas from the ever-encroaching threat led to a perilous
decision. Isseya's tale winds deep into Valya's heart, and now the fate of
Thedas may also rest in her hands.
Marketing in the Age of Google, Revised and Updated - Vanessa Fox
2012-03-20
Search has changed everything. Has your business harnessed itsfull
potential? A business's search strategy can have a dramatic impact on
howconsumers interact with that business. But even more
importantly,search engine activity provides amazingly useful data
aboutcustomer behavior, needs, and motivations. In this nontechnicalbook for executives, business owners, and marketers, search
enginestrategy guru Vanessa Fox—who created Google's portal forsite
owners, Google Webmaster Central—explains what everymarketer or
business owner needs to understand about searchrankings, search data,
comprehensive search strategies, andintegrating your strategy into the
businesses processes. Updated statistics, tools, and recommendations
Details about the latest changes from Google, Bing, and theoverall
search landscape Explanation and recommendations related to Google's
substantialnew search algorithm, know as "Panda" Discussion of the
changing landscape of the integration ofsearch and social media,
including the addition of Google+ to themix Traditional marketing isn't
enough anymore. Businesses need toevolve as customer behavior
evolves. Marketing in the Age ofGoogle shows you how.
Business Analysis for Practitioners - Project Management Institute
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2015-01-01
Business Analysis for Practitioners: A Practice Guide provides practical
resources to tackle the project-related issues associated with
requirements and business analysis—and addresses a critical need in the
industry for more guidance in this area. The practice guide begins by
describing the work of business analysis. It identifies the tasks that are
performed, in addition to the essential knowledge and skills needed to
effectively perform business analysis on programs and projects.
Entwined with You - Alexia Praks 2020-08-14
Dark. Powerful. Dangerous James Maxwell is one of the billionaire elites
who rules Las Vegas City with an iron fist. This is his story. My name is
Mia Donovan, a twenty-two-year-old, small-town girl who has signed a
contract with the billionaire in exchange for my brother’s freedom and
protection. My world has changed—both for better and worse. James
Maxwell is the man behind this. I’m fascinated, mesmerized by this
charm that binds me to him, entrapping me in his embrace. I’ve fallen in
love with him, which hurts because it is unrequited. What’s worse, my
life is at risk because I’m too close to the powerful man who has too
many enemies. And so our story continues… Entwined with You contains
Chained to You: Volumes 3 & 4 of the Chained to You serial. Vegas
Billionaires Series: 1 - Chained to You [James and Mia Book 1] 2 Entwined with You [James and Mia Book 2] 3 - Loved by You [James and
Mia Book 3] 4 - Chained by Love [William and Savannah] Keywords:
romance ebook, sexy romance, steamy contemporary romance, steamy
romance, steamy billionaire romance, sexy billionaire romance
PC Interfacing and Data Acquisition - Kevin James 2000-07-17
A practical guide to programming for data acquisition and measurement
- must-have info in just the right amount of depth for engineers who are
not programming specialists. This book offers a complete guide to the
programming and interfacing techniques involved in data collection and
the subsequent measurement and control systems using an IBM
compatible PC. It is an essential guide for electronic engineers and
technicians involved in measurement and instrumentation, DA&C
programmers and students aiming to gain a working knowledge of the
industrial applications of computer interfacing. A basic working
knowledge of programming in a high-level language is assumed, but
analytical mathematics is kept to a minimum. Sample listings are given
in C and can be downloaded from the Newnes website. Practical
guidance on PC-based acquisition Written for electronic engineers and
software engineers in industry, not academics or computer scientists A
textbook with strong foundations in industry
School Swap - Greyson Mann 2019-03-05
When Mom decides the Creeper family should take part in a studentexchange program, Gerald knows his house is going to get a lot more
crowded. But he's horrified when the mob they're hosting turns out to be
human. Now Gerald has to bring his new "brother" to school with him.
But how can a creeper be cool showing up at Mob Middle School with a
human at his side? Gerald is sure this is going to be his longest semester
ever. Can he make the best of it, or will it all end in a blast of
embarrassment?
Natural Language Processing and Information Systems - Elisabeth
Métais 2019-06-20
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 24th International
Conference on Applications of Natural Language to Information Systems,
NLDB 2019, held in Salford, UK, in June 2019. The 21 full papers and 16
short papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 75 submissions.
The papers are organized in the following topical sections:
argumentation mining and applications; deep learning, neural languages
and NLP; social media and web analytics; question answering; corpus
analysis; semantic web, open linked data, and ontologies; natural
language in conceptual modeling; natural language and ubiquitous
computing; and big data and business intelligence.
GPRS in Practice - Peter McGuiggan 2005-01-28
Professionals quickly discover that, although the technical specifications
for GPRS cover all parts of the engineering functions in detail and depth,
they are lacking in one important feature; the conceptual framework
within which the specifications sit - GPRS in Practice fills this gap. By
beginning with an explanation of why GPRS is necessary and describing
the core concept of GPRS operations, the TBF (Temporary Block Flow), a
revision section then covers the GSM Air Interface with its Radio,
Physical and Logical channels and this progressively leads to the GPRS
logical channels - what they do and how they do it. The book then moves
on to a brief introduction of the GPRS protocol stack which provides a
launch pad for a detailed trip into all the layers of this stack, with
detailed diagrams and explanations of each layer integrated into an
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measures to employ in game usability practice. The book also includes
practical advice on how to include usability in already tight development
timelines, and how to advocate for usability and communicate results to
higher-ups effectively.
Dfsmshsm Primer - IBM Redbooks 2000-12-01

overall understanding of how the GPRS service operates in practice.
Provides descriptions of why procedures are specified and then clearly
explains how the specifications work in practice Provides a layered view
of the GPRS protocol and deals in detail with each layer separately
Includes numerous acronyms and abbreviations accompanied by their
full meaning An invaluable resource for Mobile network operators,
Development and deployment engineers and Handset designers.
Computer Network Security - Jacek Rak 2017-08-10
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th International
Conference on Mathematical Methods, Models, and Architectures for
Computer Network Security, MMM-ACNS 2017, held in Warsaw, Poland,
in August 2017. The 12 revised full papers, 13 revised short
presentations, and 3 invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected
from a total of 40 submissions. The papers are organized in topical
sections on Critical Infrastructure Protection and Visualization; Security
and Resilience of Network Systems; Adaptive Security; Anti-malware
Techniques: Detection, Analysis, Prevention; Security of Emerging
Technologies; Applied Cryptography; New Ideas and Paradigms for
Security.
CALCULUS, 7TH ED (With CD ) - Anton 2007-05-01

Proceedings of the International HCI and UX Conference in Indonesia 2015

Game Usability - Katherine Isbister 2008-08-12
Computers used to be for geeks. And geeks were fine with dealing with a
difficult and finicky interface--they liked this--it was even a sort of badge
of honor (e.g. the Unix geeks). But making the interface really intuitive
and useful--think about the first Macintosh computers--took computers
far far beyond the geek crowd. The Mac made HCI (human computer
interaction) and usability very popular topics in the productivity software
industry. Suddenly a new kind of experience was crucial to the success of
software - the user experience. Now, 20 years later, developers are
applying and extending these ideas to games. Game companies are now
trying to take games beyond the 'hardcore' gamer market--the people
who love challenge and are happy to master a complicated or highly
genre-constrained interface. Right about now (with the growth of
interest in casual games) game companies are truly realizing that
usability matters, particularly to mainstream audiences. If it's not
seamless and easy to use and engaging, players will just not stay to get
to the 'good stuff'. By definition, usability is the ease with which people
can emplo a particular tool in order to achieve a particular goal.
Usability refers to a computer program's efficiency or elegance. This
book gives game designers a better understanding of how player
characteristics impact usability strategy, and offers specific methods and
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A Survey of Augmented Reality - Mark Billinghurst 2015-03-31
A Survey of Augmented Reality summarizes almost fifty years of research
and development in the field of Augmented Reality (AR). It provides an
overview of the common definitions of AR, and shows how AR fits into
taxonomies of other related technologies.
Getting Started in Transmedia Storytelling - Robert Pratten
2015-08-19
This is the second edition of Robert Pratten's massively popular Getting
Started in Transmedia Storytelling. It's a practical guide to developing
cross-platform and pervasive entertainment written by a thought-leader
and early practitioner. Whether you're a seasoned pro or a complete
newbie, this book is filled with tips and insights gained from years of
work in multi-platform interactive storytelling.
Harmonic Trading - 2016
Driving-safety Systems - Robert Bosch GmbH. 1999
Formerly 'Automotive Brake Systems'. 2nd Edition. Safety is very
important in vehicle design and operation. Driving-Safety Systems is the
new edition of what was formerly titled 'Automotive Brake Systems'. The
title has been changed to reflect the addition of information on recent
technological advancements in safety systems beyond braking systems
such as traction control systems (TCS) and electronic stability control
(ESP). Ideal for engineers, technicians and enthusiasts, this book offers a
wide range of detailed and easy-to-understand descriptions of the most
important control systems and components. A new section on electronic
stability has been added, and sections on driving physics, braking
systems basics and braking systems for passenger cars and commercial
vehicles have been updated. Contents include: Driving Safety in the
Vehicle Basics of Driving Physics Braking-System Basics Braking
Systems for Passenger Cars Commercial Vehicles - Basic Concepts,
Systems and Diagrams Compressed Air Equipment Symbols Equipment
for Commercial Vehicles Brake Testing Electronic Stability Program ESP.
Electrical Engineering Regulations - United States. Coast Guard 1977
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